thirty years after Flaubert's achievement of fame in France that English interest in his work was keen enough to warrant the translation of even his greatest novel, but that by the middle of the nineties this interest had grown to such an extent that .as difficult and superficially dull a book as Bou_vard et Pecuchet, could firid an English publisher.
These conclusions receive confirmation from an analysis of the interest in Flaubert and his work displayed in contemporary English periodtcals. It was not untill878 that the first article concerned specifically with Flaubert appeared. There were only five such articles in the whole of the following decade, but the same number in the three years 1893-5. More significant than the mere number of articles specifically concerned with Flaubert is the number of references to his work in articles devoted to the study of wider topics. When a writer is constantly called on to illustrate a point, to represent a certain tendency or certain ideals, it is evident that he is quite generally known and that he has achieved· definite status. If there were any such references to Flaubert in the seventies, they were few and obscure; after careful search I can point to none. In the eighties there were occasional references to him, their number increasing as the decade progressed. In the nineties, however, Flaubert was referred to constantly; his name appeared in practically every issue of all the leading periodicals; no discussion of the art of fiction-and there were many such discussions in this decade-was complete without an examination of Flaubert's ideals and methods.
His reputation was, of course, involved in a wider movement-the controversy over realism and naturalism, which raged in England from the middle of the nineteenth century to its close, but which attained particular intensity in the period 1885-95. In the nineties the balance of critical opinion swung towards realism; as a consequence, Flaubert's reputation was enhanced. In this article, .however, attention will be centred upon the individual reputation of Flaubert. To handle the wider controversy satisfactorily would require larger scope than a single article; and in any case a preliminary investigation of the controversy has already appeared, 4 as have monographs on the Victorian reputations of Balzac 5 and Zola.
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The main issue which arose in Victorian criticism of Flaubert was whether or not his artistry; which almost all critics agreed in praising; ~as· sufficiently valuable to offset the alleged loathsomeness of his material. Closely allied to this was the question of the morality of his work. Some critics maintained that Flaubert was deliberately immoral, others that in painting the full horrors of vice he was attempting to warn his readers against immoral conduct, a few that morality was no part of his concern. Controversy raged also over his search for complete objectivity in the presentation of J1is material. There were those who found this the most repellent aspect of his fiction, robbing it of what they asserted to be an essential ingredient of all great art, namely sympathy. There were others who declared that whatever might be the advantages-of such a method it was in the nature of things impossible of attainment, and that Flaubert's art was suffused with his own personality, as all art must be. Finally, there were some critics, and these it was whose ideas prevailed in the nineties, who considered this objectivity his greatest contribution to the art of the novel and the· mark of his superiority over such "inartistic" Englishnovelists as Scott, Dickens, and George Eliot. The fourth and last focus of the controversy was the question of Flaubert's alleged pessimism. By some this was regarded a:s one manifestation of a diseased· and corrupt French civilization, by others as the reflection of Flaubert's own nervous malady, and by still others as a healthy devotion to truth. 4W. C. Frierson, ·"The English Controversy over Realism in. Fiction, 1885-95" (Publi- cations of the Modern.Language Association of America, XLIII, June, 1928, 533-50 The first article to appear on Flaubert, in 1878, was by George Saintsbury.
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It was one of the best ever to appear, and raised most of the above issues. Saintsbury admitted that Flaubert's material was occasionally unnecessarily loathsome, to his taste, but was enthusiastic in praise of the artistry of the novels. "One thing that distinguishes M. Flaubert in these days of easy writing," he wrote, "is his determined and conscientious patience of workmanship." Saintsb:ury refused to entertain the charge that Madame Bovary was an immoral book, holding rather that Flaubert had deliberately exaggerated the horrors of Emma·'s death in order to point a moral. This he deplored, perhaps ironically, as a "lapse into the heresy of instruction on the part of a faithful servant of art." To the novel as a whole he paid this tribute: "It is all told with the material accuracy of a pho_tograph and the artistic accuracy of a great picture:' But he was less appreciative of Salammb8. He found its "indulgence in repulsive detail" · painful; and he described it as ''an esoteric book requiring initiation, training, preliminary ceremonies and efforts." For L' Education sentimentale he expressed a high regard, praising particularly the precision and be;mty of its style and the compelling power of its characterization. Ascribing its unpopularity to its apathetic close, Saintsbury seized the opportunity to gibe at the type of reader who _expects a denouement of some sort, however improbable.
Perhaps the most valuable section of this article by Saintsbury is that in which he discussed the term "realism," which was rapidly gaining currency at this time, and Flaubert's relation to it. Deploring the imprecise use made of the term in contemporary English criticism, Saintsbury offered this as its definition: "the faithful patience and the sense of artistic capacity which lead a man to grapple boldly with his subject, whatever that subject may be, and to refuse tanquam scopulum easy generalities and accepted phrase." If this definition · be accepted, he continued, then . Flaubert is a realist. But the term has been generally used in English criticism to connote the deliberate choice of unpleasant subjects, and in that sense ' 1 there is no reason whatever for affixing the epithet to M.
Flaubert." "His subjects are often unpleasant enough, but I cannot see that there is the faintest evidence of their having been chosen for their unpleasantness." Saintsbury concluded his discussion with this tribute: "The ordinary novel is a compromise and a convention. Of compromises and conventions ·M. Flaubert knows nothing."
This appreciative attitude towards Flaubert did not long go unchallenged. Saintsbury's assertion that Flaubert did not deliberately choose the unpleas'ant was denied by a critic in the Athenaeum in 1882. 8 This critic declared Flaubert to be the ancestor of the ~hole naturalistic movement m fiction, and accused him and his followers of ascribing a monopoly of interest "to everything loathsome, diseased, and base." Saintsbury had frankly admitted that unpleasantness would probably predominate in the absolutely faithful record of any life. This the critic denied, asserting that in the cheerlessness of their productions Flaubert and his school deliberately falsified Nature, who '~offers an unceasing contrast between beauty and ugliness."
The same accusation was made at greater length and in even stronger terms by Hugh Egerton in 1883.
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Rather than naturalism or realism, Egerton used the phrase "scientific novel" to describe Flaubert's creation. The only sense in which a novel should be scientific, he declared, is that it should give a faithful picture of the manners of its age. In this sense, Jane Austen and George Eliot were scientific novelists; Flaubert and his followers, he declared, did not give a faithful picture at all, but rather a deliberate falsification in the direction of bestiality, loathsomeness, and filth. In particular, they falsified human nature: "What manner of men should we appear were the only testimony available the works of Flaubert and his imitators?" But Egerton made a distinction between Flaubert and the rest of the naturalistic school in assigning the motives for this falsification. In the case of writers such as Zola, this unduly horrible presentation of human nature and conduct was the outcome of a deliberate theory: that man is essentially a beast and the mission of art is to unmask him. Flaubert, on the other hand, "did not trouble himself with theories, but wrote melancholy books because he wrote under the influence of disease."
Egerton found much else in Flaubert to criticize unfavourably. It was he who first attacked Flaubert's docttine of objectivity, on the ground that it robbed the novel of sympathy: "Another sense in which the term 'scientific novel' may be employed is, that the novelist should stand upon a platform of philosophical indifference, above the foibles and weaknesses of his own creations: in other words, that the novel should _ be devoid of sympathy. But sympathy is to works of art what charity is to the Christian character-the crowning grace, without which all else is nothing." He also con-demned Flaubert's addiction to psychological analysis in fiction, declaring "man is by nature a social animal, and continuous introspection is as morbid in a book as in real life." In spite of all this, Egerton found real merit in one of Flaubert's novels-Madame Eo-vary-but considered that its indelicacy would prevent it from taking rank among the classics of French literature. "There are descriptions in Madame Bouary which offend against that noble reserve which is the attitude of all genuine art."
A very similar attitude was put forward by Garnet Smith in 1888. 10 Smith fully approved of Flaubert's concern with form rather than with content and of his conviction that 'the world was made for art, not art for the world, but he joined Egerton in asserting that the artist in Flaubert was killed by misanthropy, and that this mi~anthropy was the result of the nervous disease from which he suffered. He too held Madame Bovary to be Flaubert's only great achievement, and this by virtue of its consummate artistry and despite its material. Though he professed to accept Flaubert's theory of the impersonality and objectivity of great art, Smith echoed Egerton's view that his novels were deficient in sympathy: ~<Jt is this neglect of sympathy and charity which makes the French realists appear so poor in comparison with their English brethren, and even with the pessimistic Russian novelists.>' Meanwhile, two more favourable estimates of Flaubert had appeared. In 1885, W. S. Lilly, in perhaps the bitterest attack on naturalism ever to appear/ 1 specifi~ally excluded Flaubert from his condemnation, holding that "he was not a realist, but a poet." In the next yearN. H. Kennard, 12 though sharing the view of Egerton and Smith that Flaubert's novels were unnaturally gloomy and that this was attributable to his poor health, insisted that much of the alleged loathsomeness was the outcome of a praiseworthy frankness. He paid eloquent tribute to Flaubert's formal mastery and impeccable style, and of the much-discussed problem of the morality of Madame Bouary he wrote: "Flaubert had no intention of 'showing the results of bad conduct'. . . . 'Art for Art' was his maxim; but like all true artists he was forced, in spite of himself, into preaching a moral." The bulk of the article was taken up with a consideration of the correspondence between Flaubert and George Sand, with particular reference to their respective yiews on the nature and function of art. Kennard's understanding of the ideals and achievements of the French novelists of the nineteenth century is clear from this passage: "It is to France we must look for the highest development of the modern novel. The French intellect is analytic~ quick to seize the phantasies and fashions of the hour and give them expression and shape, sensitive to the ridiculous and to the weaker side of human nature, and gifted with an artistic appreciation of form and proportion. . . . No reticence hinders, no moral consideration prevents, the French writer of fiction from touching on any and every subject." -The last article on Flaubert in this decade appeared anonymously .in 1889. 13 Entirely favourable, it was somewhat superficial. It recommended anyone wishing to make the acquaintance of Flaubert to read first his letters to George Sand, from which he would learn that "Flaubert was far indeed from being a cynic or a mere coiner of phrases; and if he knows anything of the French language, that Flaubert was among , the writers who have been true and consummate masters of it!' n"The New Naturalism" (Fortnightly Review, XLIV, 1885, 240 ff. Flaubert's reception in the eighties, then, was a mixed one.1 4 On the whole, the critical verruct was in his favour, principally by virtue of his structural and stylistic powers. There were few who could approve of his objectivity or accept his estimate of human nature as entirely ·truthful.
But the ctiticisms of his work were, almost without exception, characterized by moderation and restraint, and evidenced a desire to be scrupulously fair. This is a fact which sharply differentiated them from the angry English criticisms of Zola i11 the same period. I'n the nineties, however, something of this violence and blind prejudice found its way into considerations of Flaubert. The controversy over realism was then in full flood, and it raged with fury about the work of all those to whom the label could be applied. But if Flaubert's hostile critics were more bitter in their de-. nunciations,· his admirers came more wholeheartedly to his defence; and when the clamour of the controversy died, he was firmly established as a classic.
The more violent tone of the new decade was struck in its early months by the fi2..uarterly Review. Two articles on french fiction appeared in that per1odical in 1890. 15 The :first, entitled 14 The Modern French Novel," was intended "to inquire into the essential qualities of French novel-writing since the Restoration." All French novelists since that event are declared to have been corrupt and corrupting, indicative of the corruption of French civilization itself. The history of French fiction in the period has been one of continuous descent from depth to lower depth, culminating in the diseased productions of the modern realists and naturalists. French novelists have been "without exception occupied in delineating passion and its consequences, but never arriving at a law of life." The deterioration, alike in French life and French literature, may be traced to the influence of Rousseau. In the line of his guilty descendants, Flaubert has his place: "From Rousseau through Chateaubriand, Hugo and George Sand, it has descended, by way of Balzac and Flaubert, to the Zolas who degrade literature to the photography of the moment."
The second ~uarterly article of this year, entitled "Realism and Decadence in French Fiction," was no less violent in its denunciations. Hugo, Balzac, Flau bert, Zola, Daudet, Bourget, Loti-all "reject the spiritual philosophy and follow materialist and physiological methods." Fl~ubert was admitted to have produced one ma~terpiece-Madame Bov.ary as usual-but the reviewer considered L' Education sentimentale the dullest book he had ever read, Bouvard et Pecuchet an "unimaginable composition," and Salammbo and La Tentation de St. Antoine merely "splendid failures.'; The critic found in Flaubert's work "a decreasing vitality due, as we feel HJ omit consideration of another article on Flaubert's correspondence which appeared this same year in the Athenaeum, II, 1889, 155, and which is merely' expository and reveals nothing significant of the English critical attitude. convinced, to the hopelessness which eats away at its heart." Although his prose style was usually eloquent, "when he touches the life of the spirit, his tongue stammers and the miracle of his stately eloquence ceases." His greatest fault was a lack of "idealism": "he kn~ws how to compare sentiment with · sensation, but he never rises to the level of the Idea, which has nought in common with either." For all the adverse criticism, however, Flaubert was much more gently handled in this article than were Zola and the other realists. There was a distinction in hjs work which commanded the reluctant resp~ct of even the most hostile.
The ~uarterly was joined in its attacks by Garnet Smith, in a second article published in 1893.1 6 Smith was much more bitterly outspoken on· this occasion. In his previous article, as we saw, he admitted the greatness of Madame Bovary, but by now he had repented of his generosity: "the ignoble reality of its theme disgusted him long before it startled and horrified his readers.', Flaubert's search for objectivity was fruitless, for the novel "has exactly Flaubert's imagination; that highly developed, intense recollection of past sensations." ((Ugly pessimism and voluptuous bitterness impregnate the world of his creation." _But if Flaubert's detractors thus grew angrier in the nineties, they were soon outnumbered by his admirers, and the admiration became more discriminating and more intelligent. Among those who publicly expressed their delight in his work were two English writers whose novels owed much to his example: George Moore a~d Henry J ames.
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Moore's artide 1 -8 was specifically concerned with Zola's La Debtlcle, but he took the opportunity to express his admiration for Flaubert._ He maintained that the latter was "a greater artist than Balzac or Zola," and that "the immortal description of the revolution of ,49 in L' Education sentimentale, represented to him "the highest achievement of prose fiction."
The James article, 19 on the _ other hand, was wholly devoted to Flaubert, and especially to his correspondence, published in Paris in 1893. Of Madame Bovary James wrote: "Its perfection is one of the commonplaces of criticism_, the position of it one of the highest a man of letters dare. dream of, the possession of it.one of the glories of France." He paid tribute to Flaubert's patient workmanship, his horror "of the cliche, the stereotyped, the thing usually said," the rhythm of his sentences, the brilliance of his metaphors, rt:he ·ap-tness of his adverbs, his all-embracing powers of composition_ . .!'Flaubert is one of the artists to whom an artist will always go back." But this admiration did not prevent James from seeing F!aubert's limi-W'The Letters of Flaubert" (Gentleman's Magazine, L, 1893_, 550 ff.). tations: ''Even a style rich in similes is limited when it renders only the visible. The invisible Flaubert scarcely ever touches; his vocabulary and all his methods were unadjusted and alien to it." James was not in agreement with those who held that Flaubert went too far in his delineations of vice and passion and horror; he reproached him rather for not m~re fully exploring their psychological and spiritual reverberations. "It was not that he went too far, it was on the contrary that he stopped too short. He hovered forever at the public door, in the outer court, the splendour of which very properly beguiled him and in which he seems still to stand as upright as a sentinel and as shapely as a statue. But that immobility and that ere~tness were bought too dear. The shining arms were meant to carry .further, the other doors were meant to open. He should at least have listened at ·the chamber of the souL" This attitude towards Flaubert was permanent with James; it was repeated, in slightly different terms, in the introduction which he contributed to a new translation of Madame Bovary which appeared in 1902.
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Ernest Newman, in an article 21 . prompted by the first English book on Flaubert, 22 was the next critic to express admiration for Flaubert. He _dismissed 'the charge of immorality as mere folly: Madame Bouary "is not a book for weaklings,_ not because of any immorality that foolish people may suppose it to contain, but for the reason that ~nly a deep experience of life can transmute the shattering sense of misery and anguish that the work gives into the shapes of philosophy and art.
" Even Bouvard et
P~cuchet, which all previous English critics had found intolerably dull, called forth Newman's admiration: "Probably no other work can be n-amed that so aptly characterizes the intellectual l~fe of our time." And in Flaubert's nervous malady he found not an explanation of, nor an excuse for, the gloom of his work, brit a clue to his extraordinary power: "The feeling that survives in our mind is one of admiration for the intellectual giant who could give to his personal moods the scope and quality of universal nature, who could wring from his own wasted nerves such harmonies as might be interwoven in the very texture of the universe.
•• An even more enthusiastic critic of this period was D. F. Hannigan, who contributed introductions to all three translations from Flaubert in the nineties. In an · article published in 1895, 23 he maintained that in Flaubert "·we must recognize the typical artist, whose ideal is perfection of form, thoroughness of workmanship, and unflinching devotion to truth., He endorsed Flaubert's ideal of objectivity. "Sound criticism will uphold the idea that the artist should not obtrude his personality on the reader." Flaubert was compared, to his advantage, with all the leading English novelists of the Victorian era: "His observation is far kee11er than that of . Thackeray, and his analysis more searching than that of George Eliot, though it lacks the delicacy and sympathy which we find in Hawthorne ....
He is wholly free from the bourgeois prejudices of the author of Vanity Fair in favour of certain characters and against others." Hannigan had this to say of Flaubert and Dickens: "To Flaubert the silly idea of Dickens that a novel might be useful for exposing the mismanagement of schools and workhouses would have been the best proof that the man who ~rote Oliver Twist and Nicholas Nickleby was a sorry botch, for whom literature was not an art but an ignoble trade." As to Flaubert's place in French literature, Hannigan declared "he will rank next to Balzac as a writer of . 'fiction."
A further factor in the reception of Flaubert in England which deserves notice is the lecture delivered by Paul Bourge.t in 1897 at the Taylqrian Institute in Oxford. Although this lecture was French in origin, and thus does not strictly belong in this study, it was published in an English perioclical 24 and must have done much to spread knowledge of, and discriminating appreciat~on for, Flaubert and his place in French literary history. Bourget gave a sympathetic account of Flaubert's life, assessed the respective influences upon him of his home -surroundings, the romantic movement of 1830, and 11is invalid physique, expounded his artistic principles, and made the :first authoritative pronouncement in England upon . the historical significance of Madame Bovary. "What made the ap-. pearance in print of Madame Bovary an event of the greatest importance," said Bourget, "a date in fact in the history of the French novel, was the blending of both schools in one book, equal in plastic pow~r to the finest pages of Hugo or Gautier, and worthy of being compared for its analytical , lucidity with the master-chapters of Balzac and Stendhal." The two schools referred to are, of course, those of romanticism and realism . . The single book on Flaubert published in England in this period, which was mentioned above, contained very little critical matter, and that little could hardly be called discriminating. For example, Tarver spoke of Flaubert's worst fault as being -a "tendency to be drawn aside from his main subject by side . issues." The book's significance lies elsewhere. In the first place, it made available to the large section of the public which could not read French, translated excerpts from Flau bert's letters and novels. These ~cerpts threw light on Flaubert's ideals .and intentions, and must have contributed to a fuller understanding of these by the· English public. Finally, the mere fact that there was sufficient interest 1n Flaubert by 1895 to make the publication of such a book a commercial possibility is indicative of the growth of his English reputation.
By the end of the century, then, Flaubert was :firmly established in England as a writer .of the first rank. Even the more hostile critics acknowledged his stature. Opposition to his work on moral grounds, after a slight revival in the first year of the decade, virtually disappeared from the writings of responsible critics. His objectivity was now held by most critics and practising English novelists to be an essential quality of good fiction. Virtually unknown in England until the late seventies, all his novels were by this time translated into English and his name occurred in almost every issue of the leading periodicals. How are we to ~xplain this development?
For an explanation we must look to the changing background of life and thought in England. In the last three decades of the century Victorian society began to lose its homogeneity. The movements of thought emanating from such men as Walter Pater, Thomas Huxley, William Morris, Thomas Hardy, and Oscar Wilde were in strange contrast with the solid respectability and earnest didacticism of the mid-Victorian period. There was an increasing recognition of the distinction between aesthetics and ethics. Questions of form in art were coming to the fore--and this was especially true in the case of the novel. In the earlier period, the novel had been regarded largely as an instrument of superior amusement or of moral elevation; reviews of novels had been but slightly concerned with matters of style and technique, and articles devoted to discussion of the art of the novel in general had been almost unknown. In the last two decades of the century, however, technique came to fill an increasingly large place in the reviews, and literally scores of articles appeared bearing such titles as "The New Watchwords of Fiction,'' ((The New Realism in Fiction/'
11 The Limits of Realism in Fiction," 11 Art of the Novelist/' 1 'A Claim for the Art of Fiction." There can surely never have been a time before or since when the art of ~he novel was so much a matter of public interest and controversy.
The connection of all this with the increasing interest in FJaubert ·is obvious. As the moralism of the mid-Victorian period gradually waned, it became possible for critics to judge Flaubert on the basis of art~stry-and on . that basis his claim to distinction was beyond question. And in the controversy about the art of fiction he became a focal point because he had not only provided concrete examples, in his novels, of technical dexterity and style, but had also inspired a whole generation of novelists in France and elsewhere, and had, especially in his letters to George Sand, discussed the whole qpestion of novel-writing lucidly and provocatively.
At any rate there can be no question that Flaubert was, in the last decade of the nineteenth century, the dominant influence in the work of the young English novelists who were preparing to .fill the places vacated by the great Victorians. 
